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In my four years of college,
I have changed, and I have remained the same.
Now, r?y~-: r,r
j ,it...e logger to heal,
ana my glasses are a little thicker.
Now, I read the front page as well as the sports,
and I question all that I read.
Now, I talk with adults as though their were my
peers,
and I listen eagerly to the elderly.
And, unlike when I was age four,
I don’t sit on the front step crying
because I don’t want to leave for school any more.
Yet, I still enjoy getting A’s more than B’s,
and I still love to earn extra credit.
I’m still five-feet and nine inches tall,
and I still lie (I’m only 5'-8 and 3/4").
I still love to watch Bugs Bunny,
and I still deny that I watch it.
And, although I deny this too,
I still feel like sitting on the front step and
cryingbecause it’s hard to leave family and friends like
you.

By Colin Irvine
-Class of 1991CORCi Ft LIBRARY CAKKULL uULLLi»
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SENSES

Jeff Irwin

I look, at the blind and see.
I see the dumb and speak.
I speak to the deaf and hear.
I hear the idiot and know
That I am thankful for what I have,
but then I wonder...
What do the blind see?
What do the deaf hear?
What do the dumb say?
What do the idiots know?
The blind can see
so much more than me.
The deaf can hear
thoughts that I hold dear.
The dumb can say
feelings in a truthful way.
The idiot can attain
much more than my brain.
The further from our senses,
the closer we are to ourselves.
Let our minds go
and we will know
our internal self.
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Mom died while making me a sandwich. Of
course this meant she probably died angry-or at
least sort of ticked off. You see, ever since I turned
twelve, when lunchtime rolled around and I would
ask, “What’s for lunch?”, Mom would reply, “You’re
old enough to fix yourself something.”
She would lay on that awful gold-and-brownflowery couch (which we gave to goodwill after she
died) reading one of those insipid romance novels, as
I looked at her from the kitchen doorway, wondering
what kind of an insensitive mother wouldn’t make
her son a sandwich. I usually skipped lunch in these
circumstances, figuring potato chips at three o’clock
would suffice until dinner. If I did get inspired I’d
make myself a bologna sandwich. No butter, of
course.
It was fifth grade-when Mom first began
showing visible signs of her hatred of preparing a
sandwich. In those days she made my lunch before
I left for school. But, almost the entire year, it was
the same thing: this brown, bitter-tasting, beef
spread sandwich; not the usual variations of ham,
roast beef, an occasional tunafish or peanut butter.
I tried to trade for something decent-even a school
lunch on those days they served the big cinnamon
rolls-but my bargaining always failed. She must
have thought it was an easy sandwich to make. I
mean, two pieces of Wonder Bread and a slap of
brown beef spread. Not too difficult. After the first
month I just ate the potato chips.
In a sense, while seemingly the simplest of
ideas, a sandwich is the most complex of foods. It
5

can contain all four food groups-bread,
cheese,lettuce, meat product-in a perfectly bal
anced selection. You can spice it up by adding extra
toppings and accessories such as mayonnaise or
Dijon mustard. Behind the glitter of every subma
rine or BLT or Monte Carlo, however, lies the basic
staple of American stability and goodness: Two
pieces of bread with something in between.
Anyway, in April of that fifth grade year I
finally got around to telling Mom I didn’t like the
beef spread sandwich she made. I think she mis
understood me though, because she quit making
sandwiches altogether. From then on she left a
dollar on the counter in the morning and told me to
buy lunch. And it continued that way through high
school, although school lunch prices shot up to
$ 1.35 by my senior year.
I’ve determined that I’m being punished. It
was, after all, a very cruel way for Mom to die. Not
as cruel as Grandma’s drowning in the bathtub, but
cruel enough. I mean, she could have at least died
while making herself asandwich. Here I was, home
from college, being lazy reading some fictitious
tale about Miss Jennifer Wunderlust I found under
the coffee table, when my stomach growled. I
could have easily prepared myself a sandwich or
even a bowl of soup, but I had to ask, “What’s for
lunch?” Mom, who was napping on the couch at the
time, woke up and went into the kitchen, not
uttering a word.
I suppose death does get us thinking. When
Mom died after making me that sandwich I began to
think about my responsibilities in life. I knew that
I would teach my kids at an early age to make their
6

own sandwiches. Heck, they can even make their
own school lunches. I guess deep down Mom didn’t
mind doing these things for her kids, and I’ll
always remember her for that. I’ll also remember
that the beef spread sandwich she was making
didn’t taste all that bad.

Dave Shoenfield

Dreams
Yukilmai

Lying on this ground
Looking atthe sky
Blue
Touchedthe thick green grass
Feltthe warmth of the ground
Receivedsoftsunlightin the face
There'snofrontiersinfrontofme
This is the earth
Want to be free like wind,
like wind blowsover the continent,
like wind goes everywhere itwants.
Spain, Avila 1990
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Turmoil
in my head
in my heart.

Distortion
what I have been taught
what I know is real.
Don’t want
to hate
to feel
emotions.
Don’t want
to love
to meditate
worries.
Just want
to fulfill
this woman
inside.

by
Lisa M. Dalzell
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God Goes To The Employment Office
By William Harrant
SCENE: An office cubicle. The desk is to one side. It
is cluttered with papers. Aman in a shirt and tie sits
behind the desk, writing on one of the forms which
litter the desk top. His appearance is disheveled,
and rather harried. A knock is heard, and the door
opens...

Man: (Looking up) Come in.
(God enters, a well dressed gentleman of
indeterminate age.)
God: Good afternoon.
Man: How may I help you?
God: I’m looking for work.
Man: Well, that’s what we’re here for. Please, sit
down. (God moves further into the office
and sits in a chair situated in front of the
desk.)
God: Thank you.
Man: (Shuffling some papers about on the desk in
a futile attempt to tidy up.) Now then, you
are?
God: I Am.
Man: I am...?
God: Yes.
Man: I am what?
God: Just I Am.
Man: Uh-huh. (Pause) Well then let’s leave this
for a bit, shall we? Now, where do you
live?
God: Everywhere.
Man: Everywhere?
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God: Yes.
Man: You must have ben unemployed for quiet some
time. Have you no permanent address?
God: Yes-everywhere. It’s a truly beautiful place,
time really doesn’t exist there.
Man: In Everywhere?
God: Yes.
Man: (Exasperated) Look! This is really getting us
nowhere. Just what do you want?
God: I told you, employment.
Man: What do you do?
God: (Smiling) I create.
Man: What?
God: I create.
Man: No, no. What do you create?
God: Everything!
Man: Everything?
God: Yes.
Man: Christ!
God: Yes?
Man: Huh?
God: You wanted to ask me something?
Man: I did? No I was... No I...? Wait. I’m getting
confused. Let’s start all over shall we?
Now once again, You are?
God: I Am.
Man: Oh God! Not again!
God: Not again what? Did I do something twice?
I try not to do that you know; I like things to
be unique, like snowflakes.
Man: No. No. No. I ask these questions so that I can
find you employment and all you give me is
riddles for answers. Just who do you think
you are?
10

God: I Am.
Man: (Groans in frustration) Stop it! Look why doyou
want a new job?
God: I wasn’t needed at my last one any longer.
People said that they could get along quite
well without me.
Man: So, you were sacked then?
God: Yes.
Man: And you created on your last job.
God: Yes.
Man: Everything.
God: Yes.
Man: Like what? I mean what sorts of everything?
God: Oh, you know: trees, flowers...
Man: Oh, you were a landscape artist then? (Under
his breath to the audience) Now we’re getting
somewhere!
God: In a manner of speaking, yes. But I also created
birds and fish and all sorts of animals.
Man: This place you worked, what was it, Disneyland?
God: Oh, it was much bigger than that.
Man: Bigger than Disneyland? What place where
such things are created is bigger than
Disneyland?
God: The Universe.
Man: Oh, Universal! You were in the motion picture
industry then. Special effects?
God: No.
Man: If this place was so big, how come I’ve never
heard of it?
God; Oh, but you have!
Man: Then where is it?
God: Everywhere.
Man: (Claps his hands over his eyes and slowly pulls
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God:
Man:
God:
Man:
God:
Man:
God:
Man:

God:
Man:
God:
Man:
God:
Man:
God:
Man:

them down over his face) Oh God! Why me?
Why not you?
Is that some sort of joke?
No.
Then why are you here?
I need a job.
Then why not answer my questions?
I thought I was.
No, you’re not. I ask who you are, you just say
I am. I ask where you’re from, you say
everywhere. I ask what you do, you say you
create. I ask what you create, and you say
everything.
All truthful answers.
They make no sense.
They are the only answers I can give.
You must be more specific!
I’ll try.
Okay, let’s start over. Who are you?
I Am.
(groans loudly)

CURTAIN

A Poem
by Kevin Peoples
Alone in the clouds,
Frost on the once golden leaves
Stands a mammoth tree.
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Cross On Your Shoulder

Sheila McCallum
When the cross upon your shoulder
seems to bury you down, think back to the
heaviest
cross Christ had to carry around.
Secretly these crosses are the finest gift from
God,
in fact, the most precious gifts from
your truest Friend far abroad.
He inspects each hidden gift no once, but twice
to make sure they are not a bit too burdensome
but will perfectly suffice.
To us these crosses don’t seem like gifts at all,
but careful study reveals them, to be a call.
A gentle, loving call from God, our Father above,
reaching out His tender heart to catch us
with his everlasting love.
Carrying your cross in the most Christian way
will
fulfill God’s intended purpose of bringing you
closer to Himself with each passing day.
So accept these special gifts with zeal and care
and nurture them to the fullest
despite how hard they are to bear.
Then, when you finally lay your cross to rest
your greatest gift in his kingdom will
surely be the best.
13
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"The Aged"

Submitted by a small group of human beings
who worry about death, how their hair looks,
andif they have clean underwear to puton.
This life is too precious to sleep away.

I.
My parents walk slow on a narrow white road
And worry thatonly the careful can pass,
ButI willnotbotherwith small, mincing steps
Better to run on this river of glass.
II.
He knows I don't care
But tells me the story anyway.
He rocksin his chair, silently.
I long to leave, yet stay.

III.
I wash cold hands from rusty pipes,
Hands that lift an axe above my head.
Splintered kindling flies closer to the earth.
I feel the cool handle beneath warm gloves.
IV.
What if I getoldanddon'tknow anything?
Whatif I'm not sure when I do?
What if I just sit and look at photo albums?
Whatif nothing ever comes true ?
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Arachnid

Rachel L. Santine
What charm holds childhood
with often haunting histories, I’m sure,
as I now free-fall
like a water droplet
cascading down
as dew on the Arachnid’s web,
coming to rest on the ground
of a sweet Autumn morning
as I admired your skillful,
careful labor.
Infinite filaments
of that cotton construction
envelopes my mind still.
For greater an innocent, you Arachnid,
ensnared
with hours of observing nature’s
Hours of the shuttle
flying from flow’r to flow’r.
Hours of lots cast.
That shuttle, for me,
entangles Autumn
and ev’ry season.
Dear Arachnid, like persons all
you are but a thread woven delicately
in my Master’s plan,
for all to see, I’m sure.
A reminder of ever-present innocence,
as I am still captured
in the lacy intrigue
of your web.
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Goodbye
He knelt before the casket, saying goodbye to
his mother. As he rose he slipped a picture of his
two sons into the casket; the youngest of the
family present, his was the last memento to go in.
Three Bloody Mary’s into the morning, he wobbled
a bit as he gained his feet. The undertaker grasped
his elbow to steady him, and took the opportunity
to shepherd everyone out of the chapel. Cajoling
the family away from the casket, the undertaker
seemed to be everywhere at once, touching a
shoulder here, pressing an arm there.
In the hallway they passed ayoung black man
in slate grey coveralls, head bowed, waiting for
them to leave so he could load the heavy brass box
into the hearse...out of sight, out of mind.
The limousine eased into traffic and sunlight
flashed on the escort motorcycle’s chrome and he
flashed...to the crisp cool autumn afternoon one
month ago. His father at the kitchen table, peering
at the T.V. in the den where N.F.L. Sunday was in full
swing. His mother also at the kitchen table, bookof-the-month-club selection in hand. Himself on
the couch in the den, a Miller resting on his
stomach, half watching the game, half trying to
recall whichof the previous night’s activities was
most responsible for his wicked hangover. His
mother placed her book abruptly on the table and
gave a little cry, as a spasm shook her. The
exclamation garnered his and his father’s atten
tion.
“Must be my ulcer,” she apologized.
Minutes passed. Another spasm. Hurried
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conversation and consultation. To go, Or not? To
wait for the doctor to call back, or to go to the
hospital? Compromise, himself to stay and wait for
the doctor’s call, his father to drive her to the
emergency room. Helping her to the car, not notic
ing the olderblack man, hired to rake the fall leaves,
leaning respectfully, almost reverently on his rake,
watching the proceedings.
The air in the limousine was close; his five
brothers and sisters in the two rear seats, his father
in front with the driver. Outside a billboard adver
tised a home football game that afternoon. The
Citadel against Davidson. Kickoff 1:00 P.M....he
flashed to a Saturday afternoon three weeks ago, in
his mother’s hospital room. She was only in minor
discomfort, her spirits good. Gallstones, the doc
tors thought. Trying to dissolve them with chemi
cals. On the small television Miami was ahead of
Boston College, 17-1 3, B.C: possession on their own
31 yard line. Doug Flutie to Steve'Phelan, 69 yard
pass, touchdown. No time left, B.C. 19, Miami 17. His
father and he whooped so loud a large, big bosomed
black nurse had burst into the room, out of breath,
pushing a trauma cart. Awkward apologies, the
nurse retreating, shaking her head and crossing
herself.
In the car, nervous silence. His older brother,
manager of a local comedy club, began feeding one
liner’s to try to ease the tension. The family, giddy
from anxiety and lack of sleep after two nights
waking, not wanting to laugh but unable not to laugh.
He watched as in the front seat his father’s shoul
ders shook with suppressed laughter and he
flashed...to a week earlier in the recovery room of
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the hospital after exploratory surgery had revealed...a
tumor, inoperable, kidney and liver failure immi
nent, no hope, matter of time. Outside, hallway
reeking of disinfectant and hospital stink, collaps
ing on a couch with one arm around his father’s
shoulders, holding them as they shook and the sobs
came. A black orderly in starched white overalls
picked up his mop and with infinite care placed it in
the bucket, glancing down deferentially as he rolled
to begin working from the other end of the hall.
Leaving the church, bell tolling, acrid incense
clinging to his nostrils, dry-eyed. Driving from the
church to the cemetery, everyone quiet now, giddi
ness giving way to reflection and exhaustion. Pass
ing from clean, white suburban neighborhoods into
rural, poorer, black neighborhoods, shacks mostly.
They drove with the yellow light on the hood of the
limo flashing, the hearse sulking behind like a
penitent dog. In doorways and on porches, in groups
by the roadside, blacks saw the procession and
removed hats, lowered heads, placed hands on breast,
or crossed themselves. Oncoming cars, driven by
blacks pulled to the side and waited for the proces
sion to pass and he flashed...to the man with the rake,
the nurse, the orderly, and the funeral assistant, and
he flashed back to the blacks he was passing now and
he felt as if he were seeing black people for the first
time ever in his life. He, a 25 year old child of the
South, who had grown up virtually surrounded by
blacks, felt as if the people he was looking at were
brand new and alien. And he filled up. He filled up
with an awe. An awe that people he had dismissed
and assumed would always be there, rake, bucket, or
mop in hand, could treat his mothers death with
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more dignity, privacy, respect, and reality than
could himself and his family. He filled up with a
rage, a rage that just as he had grown up surrounded
by these people and never known them, so too, had he
grown up with his mother and never known her. And
he filled up with a love, a love for people he had
assumed would always be there and hence dis
missed, and he filled up with a love for a woman he
had assumed would always be there and hence dis
missed. And for the first time...he wept.
Tim Norton

I warrior, come home from battle,
Drumspoundinpridefulexultation.
Ride into camp,
stolen horses.
Shrillvoicesof women, children
Sounds in joy. Despair.
Stories become known.
Painted faces circle me
I dance.
Justin B. Walsh
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Reflections

Herbert H. George
As I often reflect on my fortune;
not a fortune of silver and gold;
but treasures of mountains and valleys;
with which God enriches my soul.

I live in a garden of Eden;
with garlands and blossoms so pure;
constructed with infinite precision;
by a hand exacting and sure.
I have watched as
perplexed
I have stood on
and watched

the fires swept the forests;
and sad as it burned.
the ramparts of grandeur;
as the beauty returned.

Like the fires of the forests with its cleansing;
like the showers of the spring that refresh;
the summer and sunshine brings healing;
the winter brings hope with its rest.

So I watch as the morning is breaking;
and listen to the birds as they sing;
‘til the twilight comes in the evening;
with the silence and comfort it brings.
The nighttime so graciously provided;
will come to enfold me with rest;
I shall sleep with the comforting knowledge;
that I’m safe, for I know that I’m Blest.
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The comforts that today I enjoy;
that allow me to sing as I go;
were purchased by hardships of others;
to lighten my burden I know.

I’m amazed that God in His mercy;
equipped me to listen and see;
to distinguish the splendor of springtime;
when from the storms of winter I am free.

Root of Evil
Jeff Irwin

Friends are better friends
After the meaning of money ends.
And if this meaning should never perish
Then the relationship isno longer cherished.
I look at friends that used to be true
Then I look at this poem and feel quite blue,
knowing these friends are no longer the guys
Andseeing their little world hasbeen
materialized.
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Tunnel

Vision

By Jim Gianotti

Sunday mass had just finished and I was
walking back on High Street toward my flat. It was
rather warm that day, compared to most others in
Northern Scotland, and the heat could be seen
rising from the cobblestone street. Most of the
shops and pubs were closed on Sundays, so the
regular noise and confusion of the campus was
non-existent.
The bells in the tower of St. Macher Cathe
dral rang out over the rooftops of the Hillhead
dorms as I made my way through Seton Park. The
flowers were in bloom with bright colors of blue,
yellow, and violet, and the trees were just begin
ning to bud, scattering clusters of green through
the tree-tops. The park was alive with shouts of
children playing soccer, while numerous others
were enjoying themselves by relaxing on park
benches or strolling through the gardens. Many
birds just returning from the long winter were
busy building their homes in high branches, scav
enging for food or resting along the side of the
creek.
A man, shabbily dressed and reeking badly
from his lack of hygiene, sat on a bench near the
path with his dog (that reflected the man’s appear
ance). I had seen this man quite often on Sundays,
sitting in the same spot. And this Sunday, like the
others, he asked me if 1 could spare a few pence for
food. And like the previous Sundays I dug through
my pockets until I found a fifty pence piece and
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gave it to him. He thanked me, as always, and 1
continued through the park to my flat.
I never gave much thought to giving him money.
After all he had a dog, so he must be somewhat
responsible if he could take care of both of them. But
I always noticed that other people would ignore him
and walk by without giving much thought.
I wondered why.

I walked through Seton Park on a daily basis,
to and from classes, the library, pubs, and shops. As
the moments lingered on I started to notice changes.
The flowers were no longer in bloom, and large
patches of stems grew out of the ground like rows
of decapitated soldiers. The trees, although they
were covered with leaves, did not house birds any
more but drooped overhead, darkening the path. The
days became drizzly and many times foggy, not
allowing me to see other travelers on the path until
they were right near me. Even the man with the dog
disappeared. But these people did not all disappear
because the fog hid them from view, it was that I no
longer paid any attention to the things around me;
the trees were there, the grass was still green, and
people could always be heard in the park, but I
started to get tunnel vision.
The path I traveled on seemed to change con
tinually, as 1 noticed it more and- more. In the
mornings a thin covering of frost would allow me to
slide easily to class on my feet, which were in dire
need of a new pair of shoes. That frost would slowly
turn to a watery surface by late morning or early
afternoon. And if the caretakers of the park had
mowed the grass that day a thin covering of cuttings
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were scattered over the path, the blades of green
sticking to my tattered shoes.
Eventually the park itself disappeared, the
people, trees, flowers, benches, and only the path
itself was left. A continually changing sidewalk
that my shoes and eyes were constantly in contact
with. I’m not sure exactly why I started to see in
tunnel vision, I think that it wasmainlybecauseall
the people around me were doing the same thing. No
one else gave the man and his dog some money,
nobody would say “hello” to me if they didn’t know
me, so why should I be any different?

It wasn’t until I got back to the U.S. that I
started to think of Seton Park and Scotland. The
flowers, trees, laughter, and people that were
there, and all the things that I perhaps missed due
to my progressive tunnel vision. Scotland is a
beautiful country and I met some great people
there, but I think that if I hadn’t gotten tunnel
vision my experiences would have been more
memorable. I would have noticed more and even
taken time to meet more people and do more things.
But the one thing I think about the most is the fact
that I will probably never see the man and his dog
again, and I wonder who is giving him those fifty
pence pieces to feed him and his faithful compan
ion.
Whoever it is, I envy them.
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The man too afraid to do the deed
the man who won’t take the lead.
He lives his life in pain
can he find the way again?
He's got a dream he can’t deny,
he knows that it will never die.
He’s afraid to make the first move
afraid to win, afraid to lose.
What he wants to find he doesn’t know
and it’s just that, that scares him so.
The life, the death, the eternal spiral,
heart in breast burns life fire.
The moves he makes, the games he plays,
all done to take the burn away.
The flame goes on, a scar in his chest,
does his heart know what is best?
But what could he follow instead?
An angry mind, a restless bed?
Whether he lose or win,
he knows the answer lies within.

Scott Zelenka
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You Give More Than You Know

Kathy Kinskey

Hope

So much separation; so much heartache
in the lives of people close to our
hearts. .
But we know a couple who has perse
vered;
a couple still loving each other
in a steadfast and still sweet way.
We consider them, their commitment,
their lives of togetherness.
We consider that we too, might experience
the bond of time.
And we have hope.
Security
We face change. We struggle.
We take steps that involve risk.
But we have been given two strong and
good role models.
In their lives we see good values, lots of
faith, and many victories.
And they give us encouragement, words of
wisdom,
and a spirit of loving concern.
Yes, we’re headed in the right direction.
And we have security.
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Family and Tradition
What is it that keeps our hearts soft?
Are sweet and precious memories as impor
tant as they say?
We reflect on a pair, going to church faith
fully, without question.
And Christmas in their home! Always such
great fun!
The cheer, the noisiness of an im
mense family together again,
and the tales of yesterday that fill the
kitchen with laughter.
Birthdays celebrated over dinner.
Decorating Easter eggs with the grandkids.
Indeed life would seem harsh and lacking
tenderness without such
events with the family to recall and
look forward to.
And we have family and tradition.

Love
Where does the construction begin,
that builds hope, security, and family
traditions in our lives.
We quickly think of a couple who reminds
us of the power of love.
We see their love in the faith they have in
our ability and potential.
We see their love in their forgiveness of our
short comings.
We see their love in the joy they share with
us; watching our children grow.
And most wonderfully, we have love!
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Waiting for the Spring

Chris Swanz

That tree-from my window that
frames those exponentially spreading branchesbefriended me the first day
in my constantly shrinking dormitory room.
The leaves made full its appearance-like
a green freckled balloon made of the lightest
material that wavered with every reverberation.
Now it looks overturned-the balloon has been
buried and
only its roots showgrasping for some Heavenly Father it
so badly wants to know now.
Reaching with its only extensions-such brittle
fingers-for that Sun God that invades my roomgiving
a bright pure white
light that shows every

blemish on the walls, and every particle of dust
on the rug. The same God that
had ignored the tree when it wanted its warmth
and loving
radiation-it disregarded the arms and shrank
into the
skyline to a lower tropic leaving
a pile of rustling, decaying leafy members
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at the tree's trunk to weep over its wantonness
and suckle from some promiscuous, conveniently
overused
and undernourished Mother Earth
the milk it definitely needs to remember
forgotten
supple green blades once abounding from its
brown potential walking sticks

Waiting for the spring.

Amapola

Yukilmai

A vast ocean of red flowers
Pouring an abundance of the warm sunlight
Into the breeze over the grassland
Who's gotfriends?
I stand on this earth and
thank God for giving me life
Gracias por el regalo
que nuncalo dejare
nu n ca me lo olividar e

Every thing is under the sun
lavender, olive, almond trees
and I, myself, too
Spain, Salamanca
29

Over There***Back Here

Dedicated to all our people over there and their
families.

Edward Kennedy

White hot coals glow
Within each heart...over there...
Home fires blaze...
Rekindled nightly...back here...
Wards off...deep cold of night...
Each coal lump...a rare, precious, jewel...
Warm eternal reminder...over there...
Treasure soldiers...back here...

Prayers...love...caring...
Black hole of night...back here...
Million candles light night...
Tend hearts altar and hearth...back here...
Vigil of love supports...
Country and home awaits...
Warriors peaceful , safe return
From over there...to back here...
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Ponies Don’t Buck

Darcy Lipp

My two best friends and I are strolling down a
sunny country road in Idaho, enjoying a lazy Sunday
morning during our Labor Day weekend visit. As we
turn a corner, we come upon several horses-a sorrel
mare, a grey stud, a two appaloosa geldings. I feel
the usual thrill and awe and touch of terror I feel
about horses, and my friends and I gazeontheirmagnificense, and then we continue down the road.
About 20 feet further, we pass a stand of
cottonwood trees, and there he is! A pony, a Shet
land pony! I scramble up the bank to the barbed wire
fence to call him. He’s adorable-despite his sagging
back, untrimmed hooves, and shaggy coat. I offer
him a crab-apple that I have stolen from a tree up the
road, and he munches it eagerly, slobbering over my
hand and wrist, and I am completely delighted.
Memories of my Shetland pony, Misty, rush
back. Memories of the morning David woke me early
and taught me how to ride her, of going around and
around in that little corral on my brown and white
pony...memories of her little red halter...memories
of sliding off her rump into a pile of hay over and over
again while she didn’t even flinch, while David was
shutting the pasture gate, and of riding her bareback
with only her mane to hold onto while David chased
behind us...memories of the morning she died and of
how I sobbed over the first loved one I had lost in my
seven years. I think 1 loved her so much not only
because she was my friend, but also because I knew
she wouldn’t hurt me. Ponies don’t buck, and even if
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they do, it isn’t far to fall.
My thoughts turn to Blaze, the horse I got
when I was old enough for big horses. Blaze wasn’t
a pony; she was a beautiful, shining black quarter
horse with a white blaze down her face and white
socks on her feet. I remember riding her every day
after David broke her. I especially remember the
autumn after-school rides, racing down an old
cattle trail, just Blaze and me, watching the
ground whiz by under her feet, feeling the cold air
slap my face, smelling the wonderful mix of horse
sweat and saddle leather. I remember the delight,
the pride I felt as Blaze and I together stated our
passion for speed.
And I remember the day Blaze didn’t stop. I
feel us racing back into the yard, me sensing she
was out of control, that I couldn’t stop her..feel the
reins straining, taut, ready to break...Blaze, please
stop!...see the barbed wire fence looming in front of
us...Hail Mary, full of grace...hear my sister’s
screams...Blaze, please don’t jump...feel myself
throwing my body out of the saddle, my foot
catching in the stirrup...feel the muscles in my legs
tearing, the ground ripping the skin off my hands,
my arms, my face...
I wake from my daydream as the little brown
pony finishes the apple and starts nibbling my
fingers. Laughing, I move them to his neck. He may
be ugly and naughty, but this pony has touched the
child in me, and I am grateful for that. He repre
sents what I already know, what is familiar and
comfortable, what can’t hurt me, and I feel secure.
After all, like I said, ponies don’t buck.
My friends are calling to me now, telling me
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it is time to move further down the road. I want so
much to stay with the pony, but I know that I am too
big for a pony now, that the security I feel near him
won’t compensate for the eventual desire I will have
to lope through field on his back. So for now, little
adorable ugly pony, I have to let go of your mane and
leave you behind. But I’ll be back. In between my
rides on the big guys, I’ll be back.

July
Justin B. Walsh

In care free days
of a boys summer, the
afternoons were as Ion g as
golden shoots of grass.
I went for a bike ride
through dry streets of my July playground.
Rolled down the block
and back again. I stopped.

Atalightposton the corner,
I changed.
I san g my own son g
" I 'marhinestone cowboy."
pedaling, I wenthome touring my sideshow.
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The Spirit of the Lake

Conley J. Lynch
On the Wednesday following Easter 1981, my
family packed up our Suburban and headed for
Canyon Ferry Lake. We went there every spring to
spend time with my grandparents and uncles’
families. My grandparents lived on the east shore
of Magpie Bay. We visited them many times each
summer, but this first spring trip was always the
most meaningful. Here was a chance for our family
to get together after a long winter to play and
share stories in the sunshine of spring.
The chilly spring days at the lake were
perfect for fishing, building campfires, and run
ning around in the woods near the cabin. All us
grand-kids would stay up all night playing cards
and reminiscing about summers past. We could
hardly wait for the water to warm up so we could
water-ski once again.
Meanwhile, my mom and aunts raked leaves
from the lawn and helped my grandmother prepare
the garden for planting. Then we could all look
forward to a summer of fresh vegetables and
beautiful flowers.
My grandpa, dad, and uncles surveyed damage
that had occurred to the cabin during the harsh
winter and begin repairs on risen shingles and
anything else they found. Soon the cabin would look
like new again. Often they planned a summer
project: an addition, a deck, new cabinets. My
grandpa was the boss. When the others began to
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bicker, he would soon show up to settle the dispute.
Along with the spring came the return of the
life that had disappeared for the winter: bluebirds,
hummingbirds, wildflowers and prickly pear along
the path to the dock. Spring is naturally beautiful,
but to me it was greatly enhanced by the Spirit of the
Lake.
Thoughts of spring always remind me of those
first weekends at the lake. On that Wednesday in
1981, however, things were different. This time we
were not going to the lake to fish or plant or plan. We
were going to be with my grandpa before he died. He
had been diagnosed as having cancer the previous
year. Following many days spent in hospitals under
going chemotherapyand radiation treatment, he had
now lost not only his health and strength, but his
pride. He yearned to die at the lake among the people
most important to him rather than at a hospital sur
rounded by strangers in white. He and my grand
mother had been at the lake for a month or so when
she called the rest of us that Tuesday.
We arrived Wednesday evening after the rest
of the family. The family priest was just leaving
after administering my grandpa his last rites. We
ate a quick silent dinner and then took turns sitting
by grandpas bed. He had lost consciousness the day
before. I was at his side at 1 1 :OO PM when he began
to gurgle. I ran to my dad, and he brought the others
into the room. At 1 1:31 PM, Grandpa’s spirit left his
body. He returned just long enough for one last kiss
from my weeping grandmother; after two breaths,
he was physically gone forever.
Spring could bring back birds and flowers and
insects. Not even the Spirit of the Lake could bring
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back Grandpa, but he would remain in all our hearts
forever. As I have returned to the lake in the years
since then, I have always thought what a perfect
place it must be to breathe the last breath.

Nameless

Edward Kennedy
Hot sand grains swirl in winds vortex
Assault souls and spirits of warriors
Freedom fibre rooted deep for dry seasons
Share peace’s ultimate tribute
We pay homage...at beginning
Remember...never to forget
Winds of war...dissolve not
Solitary soldiers’ sacrifice

NONE to become NAMELESS
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Duct disguised dam-hold fast
the waters are high
rushing, wet, waiting
Did you have to say that?
do that?
be that?
The one glossy drop falls from
your fingertips onto these deep
waters-overflowing from monsoons, underground
hot springs
light rains, and occasional snowfall
NO DROUGHTS LATELY
This dike shimmies-a curling, quivering
fleshy quake-trying, hoping a curved
upward glance
It’s okay
Well no, it’s not
One lonely tear falls from a growing crack
(Where is that fabled dutchboy’s finger
when you need it?)
Hide the
drip quickly
raise your hands
peek,check
anyone see that?
No-Maybe the problem lies there because it
breaks
The wall so weak falls so easily
shattering, splintering into a million billion dewdrop fractions
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Its weak concrete elevations needed much
mortar
so many repairs
No one kept them supported-not
friends, family, and especially its ownerkeeper
Now they will pay
these peasants in their small fragile shacks
(my onlookers)
scattering in hopes of avoiding the waters
But
some stay bravely-hoping for miraculous
diversion of the flood
Chanting
“ARE you okay?”
"Are YOU okay?”
Are you OKAY?”
Well NO I’m NOT
DAMN IT!

Chris Swanz

"Social Commentary"
Rachel L. San tine
How it feels to lift your headyour character is dead.
Now, see your audience,
mournful faces coupled with applause.
So, this is what it is to act!
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The very power which drives Greats down,
so many younger to thrive upon,
and so the play goes thru the agesone great Actor passes on,
from disease larger-than-life
as he was to be.
Soon the world mourns.

Soon the world cries,
as legends die.
And so the aging needle ticks,
signing a dusty record
of memories.
Yet, its writer’s gone.
He over breathed
his dusty white obsession.
So the world could scarcely notice
when hundreds of Africans die,
but heaven help the man who doped
The Legend...The Star...The King.
Each year there’s a benefit.
Yet,
so rare it helps a neighbor.
And the preacher yells,
“The Lord is my shepherd
and he’s sent me to help you.
I’m making the way for my Jesus.”
(Jesus costs nothing
but I’m worth something.
Surely you jestit is more than a twenty!)
How it feels to open your eyes
the world’s in chaos.
Now , see greed, corruption,
scoundrels with accomplices.
So, this is what it is to LIVE?
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Editor’s

Note

“The Zen master was asked this solemn
questionWhat is Buddha?
He took off his sandal, put it on his head,
and walked away.”
FGTH
PEACE.
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